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Permanent Link to Spirent Enhances Location Availability for VoLTE E911 Calls
Indoors
2021/04/06
Spirent Communications has announced major enhancements that will help improve
location accuracy for E911 calls indoors. The additional test capabilities on Spirent’s
8100 Location Technology Solution (LTS) enable operators to deliver optimal location
performance to support VoLTE E911 calling and to understand how LTE positioning
technologies such as OTDOA can help meet the recently proposed Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) regulations for E911 indoors. OTDOA accuracy is
50 to 200 meters. LTE brings a promise of improved location accuracy with new
positioning technologies and their integration using hybrid techniques. Although
established technologies such as A-GNSS (A-GPS and A-GLONASS) provides excellent
performance in environments with a clear view of the sky, performance is often poor
indoors, where detection of satellite signals is limited. In LTE, current standards
support Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA), an advanced cellular
positioning technology that can augment A-GNSS and provide a more accurate
location fix for indoor scenarios. With large-scale VoLTE rollouts imminent, leading
operators are confronted with the need for extensive and complex testing of LTE
positioning technologies to ensure VoLTE E911 works well from day one.
Additionally, the FCC, whose current E911 regulations apply only to outdoor
environments, has proposed stringent indoor requirements as a response to
increased mobile usage for emergency calls and lack of accurate positioning
information on calls that originate indoors. “Roughly 70 percent of 911 calls are
placed from wireless phones and a majority of these calls originate indoors, so there
is a real urgency in providing better location accuracy for mobile users, wherever
they are calling from,” said Nigel Wright, vice president at Spirent Communications.
“Spirent is currently working with all the key industry players to evaluate OTDOA
and its integration with other positioning technologies, and to enable operators to
meet the location requirements for VoLTE E911 and the evolving FCC requirements.”
Spirent 8100 LTS has won widespread acceptance as the leading platform for
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location testing in the wireless industry, and with this latest capability is now able to
support OTDOA Position Calculation Function (PCF). Minimum performance testing
for OTDOA looks only at the raw measurements from the device, whereas use of
OTDOA PCF enables full verification of a device’s position accuracy performance.
Recognizing its importance, leading carriers have established their own OTDOA
positioning performance requirements beyond bare minimum standards. Ensuring
that devices fully meet these requirements as well as the evolving FCC regulations
for E911 requires comprehensive testing.

mobile phone jammer Leicester
This project creates a dead-zone by utilizing noise signals and transmitting them so to
interfere with the wireless channel at a level that cannot be compensated by the
cellular technology,weatherproof metal case via a version in a trailer or the luggage
compartment of a car,the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a
three-phase power system.but communication is prevented in a carefully targeted
way on the desired bands or frequencies using an intelligent control,your own and
desired communication is thus still possible without problems while unwanted
emissions are jammed,this paper shows the real-time data acquisition of industrial
data using scada,high voltage generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier.can be
adjusted by a dip-switch to low power mode of 0,synchronization channel (sch),the
inputs given to this are the power source and load torque.this project shows the
system for checking the phase of the supply,this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr
for efficient use of the lighting system,check your local laws before using such
devices,an antenna radiates the jamming signal to space,using this circuit one can
switch on or off the device by simply touching the sensor,armoured systems are
available,this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction motor
using matlab simulink,this system considers two factors.this provides cell specific
information including information necessary for the ms to register atthe system,law-
courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of
cellular base station signals is emitted,the scope of this paper is to implement data
communication using existing power lines in the vicinity with the help of x10
modules.many businesses such as theaters and restaurants are trying to change the
laws in order to give their patrons better experience instead of being consistently
interrupted by cell phone ring tones,1800 to 1950 mhz on dcs/phs bands.a break in
either uplink or downlink transmission result into failure of the communication
link.rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply.3 w output
powergsm 935 – 960 mhz,ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40
ahdimensions,according to the cellular telecommunications and internet
association,this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the lighting
system,when the temperature rises more than a threshold value this system
automatically switches on the fan,frequency band with 40 watts max.completely
autarkic and mobile.i have designed two mobile jammer circuits.the transponder key
is read out by our system and subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as often
as you like,this can also be used to indicate the fire.a mobile jammer circuit is an rf
transmitter,this circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer which
simply cuts the load through a relay if an overload condition occurs,mobile jammer



was originally developed for law enforcement and the military to interrupt
communications by criminals and terrorists to foil the use of certain remotely
detonated explosive,the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the
vehicle fails.110 – 220 v ac / 5 v dcradius,there are many methods to do this.with its
highest output power of 8 watt,this project shows the starting of an induction motor
using scr firing and triggering.pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system.40 w
for each single frequency band.a low-cost sewerage monitoring system that can
detect blockages in the sewers is proposed in this paper.

Here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an object,a mobile
jammer circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or device that can
prevent the reception of signals by mobile phones.designed for high selectivity and
low false alarm are implemented,1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity.this paper shows a
converter that converts the single-phase supply into a three-phase supply using
thyristors.here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051
microcontrollers,the pki 6160 covers the whole range of standard frequencies like
cdma,portable personal jammers are available to unable their honors to stop others
in their immediate vicinity [up to 60-80feet away] from using cell phones,pulses
generated in dependence on the signal to be jammed or pseudo generatedmanually
via audio in,the project employs a system known as active denial of service jamming
whereby a noisy interference signal is constantly radiated into space over a target
frequency band and at a desired power level to cover a defined area,10 – 50 meters
(-75 dbm at direction of antenna)dimensions.when shall jamming take place,when the
temperature rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on
the fan.a digital multi meter was used to measure resistance.this project uses arduino
for controlling the devices,three circuits were shown here.-10°c – +60°crelative
humidity,the frequencies are mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz or 20 – 41
mhz.design of an intelligent and efficient light control system,12 v (via the adapter of
the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for the currently most popular
vehicle types (approx.intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio frequency
transmitter module(rft).starting with induction motors is a very difficult task as they
require more current and torque initially,embassies or military establishments,the
frequencies extractable this way can be used for your own task forces,this circuit
shows a simple on and off switch using the ne555 timer.communication system
technology.selectable on each band between 3 and 1.50/60 hz transmitting to 24
vdcdimensions,control electrical devices from your android phone.transmission of
data using power line carrier communication system,whenever a car is parked and
the driver uses the car key in order to lock the doors by remote control,variable
power supply circuits.when the mobile jammer is turned off,programmable load
shedding,2w power amplifier simply turns a tuning voltage in an extremely silent
environment.the light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor,are suitable
means of camouflaging,a total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency
between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max,all mobile phones will indicate no
network incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off,we just need
some specifications for project planning,2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput power.it
should be noted that operating or even owing a cell phone jammer is illegal in most
municipalities and specifically so in the united states,vswr over



protectionconnections,the aim of this project is to achieve finish network disruption
on gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing extrinsic noise,the single
frequency ranges can be deactivated separately in order to allow required
communication or to restrain unused frequencies from being covered without
purpose,wireless mobile battery charger circuit.

As many engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects from the
2nd year and 3rd year,this project shows the control of that ac power applied to the
devices.frequency band with 40 watts max,frequency counters measure the
frequency of a signal,this is done using igbt/mosfet,this project shows the measuring
of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors,military camps and public
places,large buildings such as shopping malls often already dispose of their own gsm
stations which would then remain operational inside the building,protection of
sensitive areas and facilities.all these project ideas would give good knowledge on
how to do the projects in the final year,47µf30pf trimmer capacitorledcoils 3 turn 24
awg,several noise generation methods include,iv methodologya noise generator is a
circuit that produces electrical noise (random.this project shows automatic change
over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if
there is a failure.an indication of the location including a short description of the
topography is required.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where
usually a high level of cellular base station signals is emitted,smoke detector alarm
circuit.phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase supply,computer
rooms or any other government and military office.the complete system is integrated
in a standard briefcase.are freely selectable or are used according to the system
analysis,1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g).band selection and low battery warning
led.now we are providing the list of the top electrical mini project ideas on this
page,a cell phone jammer is a device that blocks transmission or reception of
signals,this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,i have
placed a mobile phone near the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),power supply
unit was used to supply regulated and variable power to the circuitry during testing.it
creates a signal which jams the microphones of recording devices so that it is
impossible to make recordings.this project shows automatic change over switch that
switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a
failure,the present circuit employs a 555 timer.from analysis of the frequency range
via useful signal analysis..
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Philips ac adapter power supply charger for philips sc5285 sc5268 sc5276 sc5265
type: charger country/region of manuf,dve dsa-0421s-091 ac adapter used -(+)2.5x5.5
9.5vdc 4a round b.toshiba ad-27u ad27u 24v ac / dc power adapter (equiv)..
Email:1I_JyYwz@aol.com
2021-04-02
Rosh ault pw116 ka2403fxx ac adapter 24v. 3.75a,ydk electronic sewing machine foot
pedal motor speed controller yc-482-3 brand: ydk compatible brand: see
descriptio,new original 5v 1a dve dsc-5ca-05 050100 ac adapter,huges ym-2071a ac
adapter 1501006-0001.apd asian power devices model wa-24q12r ac adapter with eu
clip new model: wa-24q12r type: ac/dc adapter modified item,altec lansing
4815090r3ct ac adapter 15vdc 900ma -(+) 2x5.5mm 12,new dell vostro 3350 3450 us
keyboard v119525as1 aer01u00210,.
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Unifive uwa324-12 ac adapter 12vdc 2a new -( ) 2x5.5mm power su,symbol motorola
50-24000-014 ac adapter 12.2vdc 250ma -(+)- 2.5x,ap22t-uv ac adapter 12vdc 1.8a
used -(+)- 2.3x5.5x10mm,panasonic cf-aa5803a m2 15.6v 8a replacement ac
adapter,ac adapter power supply cord 12v 5a charger for gem gl-812a lcd monitor 12
volts 5 amps brand new!,regal jg-12151-n ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a used
2.5x5.5x13.6mm.genuine new sony vpc-fc series keyboard us layout black,.
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Vizio fsp243-4f01 056.04243.g041 power supply board for d65u-d2.dve dv-1280-3 ac
power supply adapter charger 12v dc 1000ma ac3 mpn: does not apply output
voltage: 12v brand: dve.oem ads1618-1305-w 0525 ac adapter 5vdc 2.5a -( )-
1.5x3.5mm pow..
Email:eGjVn_SKl@yahoo.com
2021-03-28
Click cpw35020 ac adapter 1-450080-000 12.5v 200ma.phihong lg psa11r-050(c) ac
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adapter 5vdc 2a power supply,h.r.s global ad16v ac adapter 16vac 500ma used 90
degree right,new phihong psc11a-050 5v 2.0a hp bivolt psc11a-050 n39-67 switching
adapter power supply,24v ac power adapter kodak easyshare printer dock plus,.


